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ABSTRACT
To support highly scalable and fine-grained computing paradigms such as microservices and serverless computing better, modern hardware-assisted confidential computing systems, such as Intel TDX and ARM CCA, introduce permission table to achieve fine-grained and scalable memory isolation among different domains. However, it also adds an extra dimension to page walks besides page tables, leading to significantly more memory references (e.g., 4→12 for RISC-V Sv39). We observe that most costs (about 75%) caused by the extra dimension of page walks are used to validate page table pages. Based on this observation, this paper proposes HPMP (Hybrid Physical Memory Protection), a hardware-software co-design (on RISC-V) that protects page table pages using segment registers and normal pages using permission tables to balance scalability and performance. We have implemented HPMP and Penglai-HPMP (a TEE system based on HPMP) on FPGA with two RISC-V cores (both in-order and out-of-order). Evaluation results show that HPMP can reduce costs by 23.1%–73.1% on BOOM and significantly improve performance on real-world applications, including serverless computing (FunctionBench) and Redis.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are two trends in cloud computing. First, there has been a surge of interest in using confidential computing [1, 2, 9, 53, 61, 70, 80] to host security-sensitive applications in the cloud without trusting the cloud providers [20, 27, 34, 41, 43, 48, 62, 88, 93, 98]. Second, microservices [40] and serverless computing [60, 67, 104] have emerged as new paradigms in the cloud. These paradigms use single-purpose services or functions as the basic computation unit and can achieve more than 100 instances per node [50, 51].

However, traditional confidential computing solutions like Intel SGX [80] and ARM Trustzone [61] are not well-suited to support such highly scalable and fine-grained computing paradigms because of their segment-based physical memory isolation [47, 53, 70, 105]. Segment-based isolation [47, 53, 70, 105] uses registers in the CPU to manage memory regions and their permissions. Although the checking is efficient, this approach has scalability and granularity issues as the CPU can only support a limited number of segment registers due to constrained hardware resources. For example, Intel SGX relies on Processor Reserved Memory (PRM)[47] (one region) to isolate enclave’s data and code from untrusted software. However, it leads to orders of magnitude slowdown when the fixed-size PRM is insufficient[93]. RISC-V TEE (Trusted Execution Environment) systems like Keystone [70] use RISC-V PMP [105] for physical memory isolation, which can only support <16 domains.

To overcome these limitations, hardware vendors nowadays tend to use a dedicated table, called permission table in this paper, to manage the permissions of physical memory in a fine-grained manner, usually at the page level. A permission table is similar
to a page table. However, instead of translating a virtual address to a physical address, the table receives a virtual address and returns a permission (e.g., read/write/execute) to assist the CPU in determining whether an access is valid. For example, ARM proposes CCA [9] as its next-generation confidential computing system. The key difference between Trustzone and CCA is the Granule Protection Table (GPT) [7], a permission table for fine-grained and configurable granularity. Similarly, Intel proposes TDX that utilizes a Physical Address Metadata Table (PAMT) [13] to record permissions of all secure memory. AMD SEV-SNP [1] leverages a Reverse Map Table (RMP) [8] to record secure page metadata. By using permission tables, hardware vendors can achieve fine-grained and scalable memory isolation, which is suitable for highly scalable and fine-grained computing paradigms such as serverless computing.

However, the use of permission tables can add an additional dimension of page walks (hardware or software), besides page table and nested page table, which can negatively impact memory access performance. For example, a 2-level permission table leads to eight more memory references (total: 12 references) for RISC-V Sv39 (3-level page table). This issue is even more serious for 4-level or 5-level page table architectures, such as RISC-V Sv48 and Sv57 [105]. Intel 5-level paging and EPT [12]. This trend, from segment-based to table-based isolation, raises an important question for architecture and system designers: How can we achieve fine-grained physical memory isolation without sacrificing performance?

The costs caused by permission tables come from two sources: (1) validating the physical address of page table (PT) pages during page table walks, and (2) validating the physical address of data/instructions. However, we observe that most memory references and costs are from the first source. For example, 75% (6 out of 8) of introduced memory references are for checking the permissions of three page table pages in RISC-V Sv39. Based on this observation, this paper proposes HPMP (Hybrid Physical Memory Protection), a hardware-software co-design (on RISC-V) that harmonizes the benefits of segment and table-based isolation. Specifically, HPMP protects page table pages (managed by the OS kernel) using segments for fast checking and data pages using permission tables to support highly scalable and fine-grained computing paradigms like serverless computing.

To achieve this goal, HPMP includes two key technical contributions. First, we propose a new ISA extension called PMP Table. PMP Table is a new RISC-V physical memory isolation design that harmonizes the benefits of both segment and permission tables. Unlike prior systems that use a hybrid design of segment and table for address translation, such as direct segment [33, 55, 59, 68] and RMM [64], PMP Table is designed to support both segment and table-based isolation without duplicating hardware structures. To this end, we borrow the idea of huge page and think of a segment as the huge page of a permission table. Specifically, PMP Table can use a permission table’s registers to save the whole region’s permission, which is the same as segment registers. This enables significant flexibility for both hardware and software. In hardware, our prototype introduces zero new registers and instructions and simply reuses the reserved bits in existing RISC-V PMP registers. In software, HPMP can dynamically switch between segment and table-based isolation or even use them simultaneously, achieving high flexibility.

Second, we propose Penglai-HPMP, a new confidential system based on Penglai Enclave [15, 53], which includes a secure monitor (software TCB in TEE) and OS kernel. A key design in Penglai-HPMP is the general memory segment (GMS) abstraction, which represents a continuous memory region with the same permission and a label (“fast” or “slow”). The OS kernel is extended to organize PT pages in GMSs with “fast” labels. Penglai-HPMP then isolates “fast” GMSs using segments while using permission tables for others. As a result, Penglai-HPMP can reduce the memory references from 12 to 6 for RISC-V Sv39. This reduction in memory references can significantly improve the performance of highly scalable and fine-grained computing paradigms.

We have implemented HPMP and Penglai-HPMP on an FPGA using two open-source RISC-V cores, BOOM (out-of-order core) [114] and RocketCore (in-order core) [28]. Our evaluation results show that HPMP can effectively mitigate the costs of extra-dimensional walks, reducing costs by 23.1%–73.1% on BOOM. For real-world applications, Penglai with permission table incurs a performance slowdown of 5.5%–20.3% and 10.8%–31.8% for serverless applications (FunctionBench) and Redis, respectively, compared with PMP-based isolation, while Penglai-HPMP can reduce the costs to 3.5% and 4.5% on average on BOOM. We also explore a similar idea in a virtualized environment and analyze how HPMP works in a fragmented environment and how optimizations like PWC [36] can further improve performance.

2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Confidential Systems

Figure 1 shows the architecture of confidential systems on RISC-V, which is also representative of other ISAs. Typically, the only software trusted computing base (TCB) in confidential systems is the secure monitor, a small software component running in the most privileged mode (e.g., machine mode in RISC-V) [53, 76]. The secure monitor is responsible for isolating physical memory among different domains by utilizing specific hardware mechanisms.

The secure monitor can partition the system into isolated domains. Each domain has its private physical memory regions and...
Physical memory isolation is an important technique to achieve isolation among domains. We classify the approaches used by existing confidential systems for physical memory isolation into two categories.

**Segment-based isolation.** Segment-based isolation is commonly realized through segment registers, which record the range and access permissions for a fixed number of memory regions. For example, RISC-V PMP [105] is a segment-based design. We show how RISC-V PMP changes the behavior of a memory access in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2-a, a hardware without confidential computing support (or not enabled) needs to perform four memory references for a memory access (3-level page table, TLB miss), including three references for page table pages and one reference for the data page.

As shown in Figure 2-b, with RISC-V PMP, the hardware will further check the four memory references using PMP registers. For each memory reference, the hardware will find a matching PMP entry, check the permission, and decide whether the access is allowed or denied. Segment-based isolation is efficient because all the permissions are saved in registers, and the checking is performed in the CPU.

However, a drawback of segment-based isolation is its scalability and coarse-grained granularity. For example, RISC-V TEEs based on PMP [70] can only support a limited number of domains. Although they can utilize either enclave runtime or hardware extensions [19] to mitigate the limitation, the issue remains and becomes more serious for cloud scenarios.

**Permission table-based isolation.** To achieve fine-grained isolation (e.g., 4KB page), hardware vendors introduce yet another table [8, 9, 13], the permission table, to maintain the permissions of each physical page. It has a similar structure as a page table and will map a physical address to a permission. The permission table can support (almost) unlimited memory regions using page granularity. However, a drawback is that the table introduces more memory references. As shown in Figure 2-c, a 2-level permission table can incur eight more memory references for RISC-V Sv39 (out of 12 total), forming a two-dimensional (2D) page walk even for a non-virtualized environment. Even so, due to the importance of scalable and fine-grained isolation for emerging applications, hardware vendors are gradually evolving toward table-based isolation, such as Intel TDX [2] and ARM CCA [7, 73]. Overcoming the performance issue while retaining fine-grained granularity is a significant challenge.

**Implications of permission table-based isolation.** To better understand the implications of the extra dimensional page walks caused by the permission table, we conducted a set of experiments based on the RISC-V with FPGA (see §8 for details). We highlight results that inspired our design.
First, to understand how the permission table affects memory access performance, we measured the latency of a single ld (memory load instruction in RISC-V) under different settings. The result (Figure 3-a) shows that table-based isolation may incur 63.4% higher latency on average and up to 91.1% for a two-level permission table. This confirms that the permission table can incur significant performance slowdown for single memory access (Implication-1).

Second, as modern microarchitecture adopts many optimizations to reduce TLB miss rates and mitigate the translation costs for applications with good locality, we wanted to know whether we could rely on classic optimizations like TLB to mitigate the slowdown for applications with good locality. As a result, we carefully optimized our implementation of the permission table and extended TLB entries to cache permissions fetched from the permission table (called TLB inlining) — the permission table is only required for TLB miss cases. We measured the latency of the GAP benchmark [35], as shown in Figure 3-b, and found that classic optimizations like TLB inlining can effectively mitigate the costs for computation-intensive workloads (Implication-2), with 5.2% on average and up to 9.6% higher latency compared with segment.

Third, we further measured the performance of real-world cloud applications such as serverless functions and Redis to understand how the optimized table performs with real-world fine-grained and memory-intensive applications. As shown in Figure 3-c and d, the permission table incurs non-trivial costs for the two applications, with up to 20.3% and 31.8% performance slowdown, respectively. As researchers, we still need to investigate a better way for an efficient and fine-grained physical memory isolation design (Implication-3).

3 APPROACH OVERVIEW

Observation. We observe that most memory references caused by the permission table are used to check the validity of page table pages. This observation motivates the key idea of our approach: use segment registers to manage permission for page table pages (for efficiency), while using permission table for other pages (for scalability and fine-grained granularity), as shown in Figure 4.

Design overview. To support the hybrid isolation, we need to answer two questions: (1) how to design the hardware mechanism that can support both segment and table-based isolation, and (2) how to design the system software to best utilize the hardware mechanism to achieve efficient and flexible isolation. This paper proposes HPMP, a hardware-software co-design with two technical contributions that address the above questions.

First, we propose PMP Table hardware extension that harmonizes segment and table-based isolation, without duplicating hardware structures. The key insight is that we can think of a segment as the huge page of a permission table — when a table has the same permission for all its pages, we can directly save the permission in its registers to avoid extra-dimensional page walks. Specifically, HPMP includes multiple entries. Each entry manages permissions of one contiguous physical memory region and can directly record the permission in the entry’s register (called segment mode) or utilize permission table for fine-grained permissions (called table mode). When an entry is enabled, only one mode will be used. The secure monitor of a confidential system can easily switch between the two modes to balance performance and flexibility.

Second, we extend Penglai Enclave [53] and the OS for hybrid isolation (called Penglai-HPMP). Although the OS manages pages of an isolated domain, we cannot trust the OS for security concerns. Therefore, we decouple the policies and mechanisms of physical memory isolation and introduce the general memory segment (GMS) abstraction. One GMS represents a continuous memory region with the same permission and a label. The OS can add labels to GMS (e.g., “fast”) but cannot modify the region range and permission, which are enforced by Penglai-HPMP. The Penglai-HPMP will use the labels from the OS as a hint and try to isolate “fast” GMSs using segment mode while other GMSs using table mode.

As a result, HPMP can generally reduce the memory references from 12 to 6 for RISC-V Sv39 with the same granularity as the permission table. Next, we will explain how HPMP hardware (§4) and software (§5) are designed.
**End-to-end example.** Let’s consider an end-to-end example with a secure domain (e.g., an enclave) on RV64 with a three-level page table (Sv39). Now, suppose the domain executes a memory load instruction (e.g., \( \text{ld} \) in RISC-V) using a virtual address. In the traditional table-based physical memory isolation approach, the hardware first checks if the corresponding physical address is cached in the TLB. If it is, the hardware only needs to check the validity of the physical address of the accessed data by traversing the permission table. Notably, the permission table itself can be cached and does not require memory fetch from DRAM in all cases.

However, if there is a TLB miss, the hardware (specifically, the Page Table Walker or PTW) must translate the virtual address to a physical address using the page table. This process incurs additional memory references, potentially three in the worst case, for three page table pages. Each page table page requires traversing the permission tables to check whether it can be accessed by the domain. Notably, PT page accesses can also be optimized by techniques like caching (e.g., PWC).

HPMP follows a similar procedure. However, unlike existing table-based isolation techniques, HPMP utilizes segments to protect permissions of PT pages. This means that, during a TLB miss, HPMP still only needs to check data pages using the (relatively) slow permission table, while it can use segments (i.e., PMP) to check permissions for PT pages. This approach effectively mitigates the overhead caused by table-based isolation while achieving scalability and fine-grained granularity.

### 4 HPMP HARDWARE DESIGN

#### 4.1 RISC-V PMP background

RISC-V PMP [105] is a segment-based isolation design that supports up to 16 entries. Each entry includes two registers: \( \text{addr} \) and \( \text{config} \) register, allowing permissions (\( \text{read} \), \( \text{write} \), \( \text{execute} \)) to be specified for 16 regions. The range of a region can be represented by either (1) two address registers (current \( \text{addr} \) as the upper bound and prior entry’s \( \text{addr} \) as the lower bound) or (2) one address register with an embedded size. Each \( \text{config} \) contains an address field to indicate how the region range is represented and a permission field (three bits for \( \text{read} \), \( \text{write} \), \( \text{execute} \)).

#### 4.2 Hybrid Physical Memory Protection

The hardware extension of HPMP is based on RISC-V PMP. Figure 5 presents the hardware design of HPMP. Same to PMP, HPMP includes multiple entries, each entry includes two registers: \( \text{addr} \) and \( \text{config} \) register. One entry can behave as a segment to represent a physical memory region and its permission, e.g., HPMP-0 in Figure 5; or it can work with the following entry as a permission table to manage permissions, e.g., HPMP-1 and HPMP-2 in the figure.

**Switching between segment and table mode.** Each HPMP \( \text{config} \) register includes an important bit, the T bit (Table mode bit). When this bit is cleared, the entry uses the permission recorded in the \( \text{config} \) register as the effective permission for the entire physical memory region, i.e., segment mode. Otherwise, the entry uses a PMP table (§4.3) to record permissions for each 4KB (or other granularities like 64KB, etc.) physical page. Hardware will use the permission fetched from the table to validate physical addresses covered by the entry. As a result, HPMP can support multiple entries, each with different isolation modes, and can easily switch any entry between segment and table modes by changing T bit.

**Permission checking and ordering.** HPMP’s permission check applies to all memory accesses from the operating system (RISC-V Supervisor mode, denoted by \( S \)) and applications (RISC-V User mode, denoted by \( U \)), including instruction fetches and page table walking. HPMP uses the same priority and matching logic as RISC-V PMP for different entries, i.e., all HPMP entries are statically prioritized. The lowest-numbered entry covering any byte of an access determines whether the access succeeds or fails. For example, if both HPMP-0 and HPMP-1 cover an access, HPMP-0 is used to validate whether the access is allowed. If the matching entry is in table mode, i.e., \( T = 1 \) in the \( \text{config} \) register, the hardware will utilize the PMP Table (§4.3) to retrieve permissions. Otherwise, the hardware will utilize the permission in the \( \text{config} \) register to validate the access. When an access is not covered by any HPMP entry, the S-mode and U-mode software have no permissions by default. HPMP entries can only be managed by RISC-V M-mode software.

#### 4.3 PMP Table

A key contribution of HPMP’s hardware design is the PMP Table, which can be embedded in the existing segment-based isolation mechanism. RISC-V PMP. PMP Table is carefully designed to not introduce any new instructions or registers.

**Configuration register.** HPMP introduces the T field in the previously reserved bit-5 of the \( \text{config} \) register, indicating whether this HPMP entry is in table mode. Figure 6-a shows the layout of the HPMP configuration registers. When an entry is in table mode, the physical memory region managed by the entry is still represented by the \( \text{addr} \) register and the address field (\( A \)) in the configuration, which is the same as the existing PMP address matching rules. However, the permission field in the \( \text{config} \) register will be ignored. The hardware will fetch the permission from PMP Table.

**PMP Table.** A PMP Table is a multi-level radix tree permission table, similar to the page table. When an HPMP entry is in table mode, the next entry’s address register records the base address of PMP Table. If the \( i \)th HPMP entry is in table mode, then the
of page walks. Although a two-level PMP Table can only manage permissions for a 16GB region (for RV64), PMP Table can protect larger regions by using multiple tables. For example, 16 HPMP entries can support 8 PMP Table and therefore support 128GB of memory. Moreover, future RISC-V processors will support 64 PMP entries with the ePMP extension [17]. With 64 entries, a CPU can use 2-level tables to manage 512GB of memory, which is sufficient in most cases. For scenarios that require a larger region, it is easy to extend PMP Table to support 3-level or 4-level tables by using the reserved values in the Mode field.

5 PENGLAI-HPMP: SOFTWARE SUPPORT

We propose Penglai-HPMP, a RISC-V confidential system based on Penglai Enclave [53] that supports HPMP-based isolation, as shown in Figure 7.

**Penglai background.** Penglai is an open-sourced TEE system. It introduces a small software component called the secure monitor that operates in the most privileged mode (e.g., M-mode in RISC-V) and utilizes new hardware extensions to establish enclave abstractions. Each enclave is isolated from the untrusted host and other enclaves. The secure monitor manages enclaves, providing APIs for enclave deployment. Resource protection is separated from management to minimize the size of the secure monitor. During system boot, the secure monitor is loaded and verified by the boot ROM (secure boot), taking control of the system and safeguarding itself with hardware-supported memory isolation (e.g., RISC-V PMP). It employs encryption and merkle tree to defend against physical memory attacks.

**General memory segment (GMS).** Penglai-HPMP uses GMS as the unified abstraction for memory isolation. Penglai-HPMP abstracts the HPMP entries into: 

- N fast GMSs and unlimited slow GMSs. The N is decided by the secure monitor of Penglai-HPMP. For example, in an RV64 system with 32GB memory and 16 HPMP entries, the secure monitor can reserve 1 entry for its private memory and 4 entries for two PMP Table (for the “unlimited” but slow GMSs), and 11 fast GMSs. Penglai-HPMP should consider the total memory to decide the ratio between fast and slow segments, e.g., 2 tables can cover a 32GB region, which is sufficient.

GMS provides clean and effective abstractions to the OS and applications. The OS thinks of each contiguous physical memory region (with the same permission) as one GMS and adds a “fast” or “slow” label. Penglai-HPMP will take the hints (i.e., “fast” and
“slow”) from the OS and is responsible for configuring HPMP entries accordingly. As HPMP will cache the permission in TLB, it requires Penglai-HPMP to flush TLB whenever HPMP entries are updated. This is supported by existing TEEs like Keystone [14] and Penglai [16], which will not introduce extra costs for TLB synchronization.

**Cache-based management.** Penglai-HPMP uses a cache-like structure to manage HPMP. Specifically, the segment mode entries will always have a higher priority than tables by using lower-numbered entries as HPMP entries are statically prioritized. Then, Penglai-HPMP will only put fast GMS to segments and include all GMSs in tables, regardless of whether a GMS is “fast” or “slow”. This is similar to abstracting the segment entries as a cache of tables. As a result, when the OS updates the labels, Penglai-HPMP only needs to modify the HPMP registers, which is faster than modifying tables.

**Operating system support.** The OS kernel in our prototype is enhanced to manage all PT pages in a single GMS. The OS kernel will assign a “fast” label to this GMS, and then Penglai-HPMP will try to use a segment entry for the GMS. As a result, this can mitigate all the 6 memory references in Figure 2-c for PT page checking. The memory references are reduced from 12 to 6, with only 2 extra references necessary for checking the addresses of the data, which is a significant improvement with minor OS modifications and no application modifications. HPMP is generic for all applications and operating systems and can significantly improve system performance. The OS modification is acceptable. Although HPMP is the first to utilize contiguous page table pages to optimize the extra-dimensional permission table walks, prior systems [53, 77, 79, 85] have already explored a similar way to organize PTs into a contiguous region for other benefits. For example, Penglai [53] requires a contiguous region for PT pages to trap the modifications to page tables, and ASAP [77] requires contiguous PT pages to enable prefetching.

## 6 VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT

Things become worse in virtualization as one memory access needs to go through a three-dimensional (3D) page walk, i.e., guest page table (GPT), nested page table (NPT), and permission table, as shown in Figure 8. A 2-level permission table will add 32 more memory references for a virtualized environment with RISC-V Sv39 GPT and Sv39x4 NPT.

In a virtualized environment, a similar observation works for NPT pages — most memory references (24 out of 32) from extra-dimensional page walks are for NPT checking. Following the design of HPMP, the hypervisor (e.g., KVM in Linux) can intentionally allocate NPT pages in a single or a few GMSs and label these GMSs as “fast”. Therefore, Penglai-HPMP can utilize segment entries to manage these NPT pages. Although HPMP can mitigate 24 memory references, there are still 8 extra memory references caused by 3D page walks. We observe that 6 of the remaining 8 memory references are used to check the GPT pages. Taking one step forward, if the guest kernel adopts the extension of HPMP to manage GPT pages in a contiguous region and notify the hypervisor of the “fast” GMSs in the guest, the hypervisor can further use a contiguous region for the GPT pages. This means we can further reduce 6 memory references, resulting in only 2 extra memory references (called HPMP-GPT), which is a significant improvement.

## 7 IMPLEMENTATION

**Hardware.** The HPMP prototype is implemented based on two widely used RISC-V implementations, RocketCore [28] (a 5-stage in-order scalar processor) and BOOM [114] (a 4-way superscalar out-of-order core). As shown in Figure 9, we extended the existing PMPOpt with a new module called PMP Table Checker, which includes a PMPTW and PMPTW-Cache. The PMPTW finds a matching HPMP entry for an address and determines its validity using inline permission if the entry is not in Table mode. Otherwise, it walks through a 2-level permission table to retrieve the permission.

![Diagram of 3D: Page table + Nested PT + Permission table](image)

Figure 8: Memory access (in a guest) with permission table. “R” and “L” are short for root/leaf PMP Table.
We disable PMPTW-Cache by default, and will analyze the benefits with PMP (as the segment-based isolation) and PMP Table (as the unmodified version based on PMP). To understand the performance impact of HPMP on memory access instructions, Specifically, we evaluate the latency of a single memory load and store instruction (i.e., RISC-V `ld` and `sd`) under four test cases, as shown in Table 2. TC1 represents the access latencies when all states are cold, usually the worst-case latency. In TC2, data and page table pages are cached in the system cache, but no state is cached in the TLB and PWC (Page table Walker Cache) [36, 85]. TC2 represents the access latency when the TLB is flushed (e.g., the OS issues `sience vma`). TC3 represents the access latency when most states have been warmed up. The corresponding real case is an application (with good locality) that jumps from one page to an adjacent page. TC4 represents the best-case latency where all states are pre-warmed, i.e., the TLB hits, and the data cache also hits.

Results. The results are shown in Figure 10. We find that PMP Table encounters more latency than PMP in all cases, e.g., in BOOM, 38.9%–91.1% more cycles for `ld` instruction and 77.3%–175.0% for `sd` instruction. HPMP can mitigate 23.1%–73.1% costs of extra dimensional page walks on BOOM and 47.7%–72.4% costs on Rocket. Our experiments also confirm that the optimizations to inline permissions into TLB entries can effectively mitigate extra-dimensional page walk costs (the same latencies for load and store during TLB hit).

8.2 OS Operations

Methodology. When confidential computing is enabled, normal applications and the Host OS are impacted because of the memory access checking. To understand the impact, we measure the performance of core OS operations with physical memory isolation using LMBench [81]. We compare Penglai-HPMP with Penglai-PMP and Penglai-PMPT. Penglai-PMP represents the results of both secure and non-secure baseline.

Results. Table 3 shows the mean latencies of system calls on BOOM. Overall, physical memory isolation incurs non-trivial costs to OS operations — PMP Table has up to 60.33% higher latency than PMP (39.03% on average). The `null` operation incurs the least cost, while
8.3 Benchmarks Suites

Methodology. We use RV8 and GAP (Graph Algorithm Performance) [35] benchmark suites to evaluate the performance of computation-intensive workloads with physical memory isolation. RV8 covers typical scenarios such as encryption (AES), computation-intensive workload (dhrystone), and hash-checking (sha512). GAP covers a collection of high-performant implementations for graph processing. We use the firesim ported version of GAP with Kron input graph, and the graph size is configured as graph500 (2^{20} vertices). These experiments use three methods: Penglai-PMP, Penglai-PMPT, and Penglai-HPMP.

Results. The results are shown in Figure 11. As we can see, since most of the applications in the RV8 and GAP are computation-intensive and have good locality, even Penglai-PMPT can achieve great performance with 2-level permission table design and TLB inlining optimization. Specifically, compared with PMP, Penglai-PMPT introduces 1.2%–6.7% higher latencies on RocketCore and 1.8%–9.6% on BOOM for GAP, and 0.0%–1.7% on RocketCore for RV8. For RV8, Norx has the largest performance overhead (1.7%) and bigint has the smallest (0.0%). Penglai-HPMP can reduce the costs to 0.0%–0.5%. For GAP, bc-kron has the largest performance overhead on both RocketCore and BOOM, while pr-kron and tc-kron have the smallest. Penglai-HPMP can reduce the costs to 0.02%–1.4% on RocketCore and 0.6%–2.4% on BOOM. The results confirm that HPMP’s elaborate design performs well for table-based isolation. Moreover, we believe prior efforts [24, 33] on increasing TLB hit rates will become more important for future systems with permission tables.

8.4 Case Study: Serverless Computing

Serverless computing is a new trending paradigm in cloud computing and has already been supported by many platforms [3–6]. Serverless applications are fine-grained and short-lived. This section shows how physical memory isolation affects the performance of short-lived functions.

FunctionBench. We evaluate HPMP with applications from FunctionBench [66], a widely-used serverless benchmark. To provide a clear comparison, we normalize the results (the execution latency) and label the concrete numbers in the figure. As shown in Figure 12-a and b, when compared with Penglai-PMP, Penglai-PMPT exhibits a latency increase of 1.0% to 14.3% (with an average of 5.1%) for RocketCore. For BOOM, it requires a latency increase of 5.5% to 20.3% (with an average of 14.1%). Penglai-HPMP significantly reduces the costs to 0.0%–4.3% (2.0% on average) on RocketCore and 0.0%–6.4% (3.5% on average) on BOOM. We also evaluate the non-secure baseline by running functions on the Host domain using BOOM, labeled as Host-PMP in the figure. The secure and non-secure baselines exhibit similar results as they both utilize PMP for memory protection.

Chained application. We port a multi-function serverless application, image processing [23, 113], from AWS Serverless Repository [19] to evaluate the end-to-end latency of a function chain. The application consists of four functions and will accept an image file from a client, process the image, and return a new image. The size of processed image is changed from 32x32 to 256x256. The

Table 3: Costs of OS operations (BOOM). We use LMBench to evaluate each syscall cost with different isolation methods. PMP represents the results of both secure and non-secure baseline. PMPT is short for PMP Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syscall (ms)</th>
<th>PMP</th>
<th>PMPT</th>
<th>HPMP</th>
<th>PMPT/HPMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>null</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>141.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>123.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stat</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>142.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fopen</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>122.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open/close</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>140.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork+exit</td>
<td>389.85</td>
<td>558.19</td>
<td>432.83</td>
<td>128.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork+exec</td>
<td>407.93</td>
<td>570.69</td>
<td>442.92</td>
<td>128.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>128.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Benchmarks. Evaluated using RV8 and GAP (Graph Algorithm Performance) benchmarks.
results are shown in Figure 12-c. Compared to PMP, Penglai-PMPT introduces performance overheads of 1.6%–29.7%. As the size of the processed image increases, the computation costs grow faster than the memory access costs, so the overall performance gap gradually decreases (29.7% to 1.6%). Penglai-HPMP introduces only 0.3%–6.7% performance overhead.

8.5 Case Study: In-Memory Data Store

Redis [18] is a widely-used in-memory data store for many scenarios, e.g., data caching, database, message bus, etc. In this section, we use Redis as an example to demonstrate how physical memory isolation impacts the performance of long-running memory-intensive applications like Redis.

**Methodology.** We use Redis’s benchmark tool, `redis-benchmark`, for evaluation. The tool simultaneously simulates an arbitrary number of clients connecting to the Redis server. These clients perform actions and measure the latency for each request. The output results provide the average number of requests per second. We maintain the default settings for the number of clients (i.e., 50) and data sizes in bytes (i.e., 3).

**Results.** The results are shown in Figure 12-d and e. When compared with Penglai-PMP, Penglai-PMPT exhibits lower throughput, ranging from 5.9% (MSET) to 18.0% (LRANGE_100) with an average of 10.5% on RocketCore. On BOOM, the performance gap is more significant, ranging from 10.8% (MSET) to 31.8% (LRANGE_100) with an average of 16.0%. These results confirm that the permission table incurs non-trivial costs for memory-intensive applications like Redis. However, with Penglai-HPMP, we observe a significant reduction in costs, with only 3.3% (on average) on RocketCore and 4.5% (on average) on BOOM. As a result, Penglai-HPMP effectively mitigates the costs associated with the extra-dimensional page walk, even for memory-intensive applications.

8.6 Virtualization

We follow the methodology in §8.1 to evaluate the memory access latency in a virtualized environment on RocketCore.

**Methodology.** The virtualized environment has Sv39x4 nested PT and Sv39 guest PT. We use RISC-V’s `hlfence` instruction to access a guest VA in the host environment to avoid interferences from guest system software. We compare four methods, PMP, PMP Table, HPMP, and HPMP-GPT. HPMP means NPT pages are isolated using segment mode, while data pages are managed by table mode. HPMP-GPT further utilizes segment mode to isolate the GPT pages. We consider five cases: three of them are similar to TC1 (cold),
8.7 Performance of TEE Operations

We evaluate the costs of basic operations of a RISC-V TEE using Penglai-PMP and Penglai-HPMP.

Domain switching. We evaluate the switching costs between two domains when multiple domains are concurrently running, as shown in Figure 14-a. The results demonstrate that Penglai-HPMP incurs negligible additional costs (less than 1%) compared to Penglai-PMP. This is because HPMP leverages the existing PMP entries for permission tables, allowing the secure monitor to employ a similar routine as Penglai-PMP to switch between domains by updating the HPMP registers. Moreover, the switching costs remain stable even with numerous concurrently running instances, as the secure monitor only needs to update HPMP registers to switch tables and segments. Notably, Penglai-HPMP can support over 100 domains with HPMP.

Memory region allocation and release. We continuously allocate and release physical memory regions (64KB) for a domain and evaluate the latency, as shown in Figure 14-b and c. The results indicate that Penglai-PMP can support fewer regions for a domain due to the limited number of PMP entries, while Penglai-HPMP can support more than 100 regions using the permission table. In both allocation and release processes, Penglai-HPMP incurs slightly higher latency because it needs to modify both the permission tables and registers. However, it’s important to note that dynamic memory allocation is infrequent in real-world scenarios.

Allocation with different sizes. We evaluate the latency of memory region allocation with varying sizes, ranging from 1MB to 32MB, as shown in Figure 14-d. The latency increases as the region size grows because the secure monitor needs to modify the permission table entries to update the permissions accordingly. Additionally, Penglai-HPMP incorporates optimizations by utilizing a large permission table page, enabling the modification of a single entry to update the permission for a 32MB region.

8.8 Memory Fragmentation

Memory fragmentation is normal with on-demand paging, application colocation, and virtualization, which has been studied by prior works like PTEmagnet [79]. We analyze how HPMP behaves in four possible fragmented cases: (1) an ideal case where continuous virtual pages are mapped to continuous physical pages; (2) a common case in a non-virtualized environment where continuous virtual pages are mapped to fragmented physical pages (due to on-demand paging or other features); (3) a case in a virtualized environment where fragmented host virtual pages are mapped to continuous physical pages; and (4) a common case in a virtualized environment where fragmented host virtual pages are mapped to fragmented physical pages. The last two cases result in fragmented PTEs [79].

We conduct a microbenchmark (on Rocket) to access the same number of virtual pages using four settings and compare end-to-end latencies. Figure 15-a shows the results of cases (1) and (3), which have contiguous physical pages, while Figure 15-b shows the results of cases (2) and (4). In “Fragmented-VA”, we access the next virtual page with an 8GB+4KB offset. The results show that fragmentation significantly affects the end-to-end latency, e.g., the case of “Fragmented physical pages” with “Fragmented-VA” has the worst latency. However, HPMP still outperforms PMP Table in all cases and can effectively reduce the latency even in a fragmented environment.
Table 4: Hardware resource costs of top module in FPGA. “+H” means Hypervisor extension enabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>HPMP</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Base+H</th>
<th>HPMP+H</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUTRAM</td>
<td>14,290</td>
<td>14,290</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>14,290</td>
<td>14,290</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>258,498</td>
<td>258,909</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>260,073</td>
<td>262,106</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMB18</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.9 Caching Permission Table

Benefits of caching. To analyze the impact of microarchitecture optimizations, such as Page Walk Cache [36], on reducing the costs associated with the permission table, we introduce PMP-TW-Cache. This dedicated cache consists of 8 entries specifically designed for the permission table (fully-associative, same replacement rule as PWC). We conduct the same test as described in §8.8 to demonstrate how caching affects latency. The results are shown in Figure 16.

As we can see, caching proves to be effective in reducing the latency of the permission table. PMP Table-Cache achieves even better performance for the “Fragmented-VA” scenario compared to HPMP. This improvement can be attributed to caching’s ability to mitigate accesses to data pages that are not handled by HPMP, thereby boosting performance in fragmented cases. However, HPMP has the advantage of theoretically eliminating accesses to page table pages during permission table walking, which cannot be achieved by caching. Therefore, the combination of HPMP and cache, referred to as HPMP-Cache, can achieve the best performance in all cases.

Cache entries. Next, we investigate the impact of different entries in the Page Walk Cache (PWC) on performance. Specifically, we extend the Rocket implementation to utilize a 32-entry PWC and evaluate the FunctionBench using PMP, PMP Table, and HPMP. The results, as shown in Figure 17, demonstrate that a larger PWC can reduce page-table walks in some cases, thereby mitigating overall costs. However, PMP Table still incurs costs due to permission table overhead during memory access. On the other hand, HPMP consistently outperforms the naive PMP Table design due to its ability to mitigate permission table checks. We observe that a larger PWC does not significantly improve the performance of FunctionBench. This could be attributed to the fact that the costs primarily stem from the dynamic and short-running nature of serverless functions rather than insufficient caching size. Given that HPMP eliminates all permission table checks caused by PT pages by design, it proves to be more effective and efficient for serverless computing and other dynamic and short-lived scenarios.

8.10 Hardware Costs

The resource utilization report in the FPGA was generated from Vivado [21], as shown in Table 4. The overall hardware costs were small (0.94%/1.18% in LUT, 0.16%/0.78% in FF, and 0 for others for the top module).

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Generality. Although this paper only implements HPMP on RISC-V, the design is general in architecture (especially ISA-level) and could be utilized to optimize the permission table walking in other ISAs. For example, ARM CCA’s GPT [9] has a similar structure as HPMP’s permission table, which is shown to have significant management and runtime costs by a recent work [72, 73]. CCA could be optimized by introducing multiple GPTs and allowing each GPT to be turned into a segment, which could be used to protect frequently accessed physical memory regions like page table pages.

I/O protection using table-based physical memory isolation. HPMP offers the ability to isolate MMIO regions for different domains. This approach surpasses segment-based isolation by providing support for a wider range of I/O devices and their distinct regions. Additionally, HPMP (or PMP) can be employed for DMA protections, such as IOFP [22], effectively safeguarding against malicious I/O devices.

Efficient isolation through new abstractions. Introducing new interfaces for applications to specify hot and cold regions can further improve performance. In our prototype, we have developed three new ioctl’s within the TEE driver, enabling user applications to create, delete, and query memory range hints using virtual addresses. These hints are then conveyed to the secure monitor through labels. By leveraging these abstractions, we can further minimize the overhead of permission checking for data pages, in addition to the already optimized page table pages.

Limitations and future work. This paper presents a novel design that successfully addresses the costs associated with permission tables by leveraging application behavior. However, there are still limitations and potential areas for future investigation. While our analysis and optimization efforts concentrate on the RISC-V architecture, it is essential to account for variations in results on other architectures such as Intel/ARM due to distinct microarchitectural designs and optimizations. Additionally, while providing new interfaces for applications to indicate hot and cold regions can enhance performance, it may also impose a higher burden on application developers. Further research is needed to explore these limitations and strike a balance between performance improvements and developer convenience.

10 RELATED WORK

Hardware-assisted confidential systems. Some prior work uses a secure processor to implement confidential computing systems [1, 39, 42, 44, 46, 54, 74, 75, 89, 97, 110]. These systems utilize encryption and integrity engines to support compartments that are immune to both modification and observation. However, using encryption to isolate memory space brings non-negligible overhead, and the key management and traditional integrity scheme may restrict...
the enclave size and number. As a result, emerging solutions like Intel TDX and ARM CCA prefer to utilize permission tables for isolation and can benefit from the design of HPMP.

**Physical memory isolation designs.** Systems like CHERI [90, 106, 107], CODOMs [103], PUMP [49], and others [45, 91, 92, 99] utilize hardware capability or tagged memory for fine-grained isolation. Unlike HPMP, which is proposed for system-wide physical memory isolation, these systems are mostly used for intra-address space isolations for lightweight domains, such as libraries in an application or drivers in kernel space. We believe the hybrid design can also help systems like PUMP to manage tags more efficiently.

MMP [108, 109] proposes a highly compressed table structure to reduce space and two levels of caching to reduce runtime overheads. Compressed permission structure and caching are both valuable techniques: compressed permission is already used in two RISC-V extensions, ePMP and sPMP, and HPMP will follow the way to introduce more fine-grained and compressed permissions. However, MMP does not allow the software to change the method (segment or table) used for isolation, which is the major contribution of HPMP to enable flexible design.

**Direct segment.** Direct segment [33, 55, 59, 68] utilizes segment registers to skip translation for a hot primary region — forming a hybrid design of paging-based and segmentation-based translation. HPMP is the first to utilize the hybrid design in physical memory isolation and has two major contributions. First, PMP Table achieves better flexibility because each hardware entry can be configured as a segment or permission table during runtime. Second, we observe that most memory references caused by the permission table are for checking PT pages and proposing the Penglai-HPMP system.

**Address translation.** Although works on optimizing address translation [24, 30, 32, 56–58, 63, 69, 76–79, 82–87, 94–96, 100, 102, 112] do not directly address our problem, their efforts on prefetching [77, 78], new PT structures [85, 94], caching [31, 79], lowering TLB miss rates [24, 32, 56, 86, 87, 100, 102] and huge pages [58, 63, 69, 76, 82–84] can effectively reduce memory references and therefore mitigate costs of extra page walks. The implementation of PMP Table also takes these optimizations into account.

PTEMagnet [79] observes the issue of fragmented hPTEs in a virtualized environment and proposes an allocator to reserve pages to best utilize the PTE locality. HPMP leverages a similar observation on PTE locality to mitigate the costs of permission table and can be used together with PTEMagnet. Other virtual memory optimizations [25, 26, 29, 37, 64, 71, 87, 111] can effectively reduce the TLB miss rates, but can not avoid permission table walks in case of TLB misses. HPMP is still necessary even after these optimizations are deployed.

Flattened page table [85] technique reduces the depth and number of page table traversals by merging two levels of 4KB page tables into a single 2MB page table. This approach reduces the overhead associated with permission tables, as there are fewer page table pages to validate. Besides, HPMP adopts a similar concept of a flattened structure, utilizing a single 64-bit entry for 16 4KB pages.

11 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes HPMP, a new memory isolation design that provides great flexibility to software by harmonizing segment and table-based isolation in a single hardware structure. HPMP isolates page table pages with its segment mode while data pages are in table mode, which effectively mitigates the costs of extra-dimensional page walks and improves performance for real-world confidential applications.
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